Abstract. The notion of Hochschild cochains induces an assignment from Aff, affine DG schemes, to monoidal DG categories. We show that this assignment extends, under some appropriate finiteness conditions, to a functor H : Aff → Alg bimod (DGCat), where the latter denotes the category of monoidal DG categories and bimodules. Now, any functor A : Aff → Alg bimod (DGCat) gives rise, by taking modules, to a theory of sheaves of categories ShvCat A . In this paper, we study ShvCat H . Vaguely speaking, this theory categorifies the theory of D-modules, in the same way as Gaitsgory's original ShvCat categorifies the theory of quasi-coherent sheaves. We develop the functoriality of ShvCat H , its descent properties and, most importantly, the notion of H-affineness. We then prove H-affineness of algebraic stacks: for Y a stack satisfying some mild conditions, the ∞-category ShvCat H (Y) is equivalent to the ∞-category of modules for H(Y), the monoidal DG category of higher differential operators. The main consequence, for Y quasi-smooth, is the following: if C is a DG category acted on by H(Y), then C admits a theory of singular support in Sing(Y) (where Sing(Y) is the space of singularities of Y).
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1.0.2.
Let us explain what we mean by "singular support theory". First, recall that Sing(Y) is the classical stack that parametrizes pairs (y, ξ) with y ∈ Y and ξ ∈ H −1 (L Y,y ). This is the space that controls the singularities of Y, see [AG15] , and it is equipped with a G m -action that rescales the fibers of the projection Sing(Y) → Y. Now, a singular support theory means, first and foremost, that there is a map (the singular support map) from objects of C to closed conical subsets of Sing(Y). For each such subset N ⊆ Sing(Y), we set C N to be the full subcategory of C spanned by objects with singular support in N. The second feature of a singular support theory is that any inclusion N ⊆ N ′ yields a colocalization (that is, adjunctions with fully faithful left adjoint) C N ⇄ C N ′ .
1.0.3. It is also natural to require that singular support be functorial in C. Namely, given an H(Y)-linear functor F : C → D and N ⊆ Sing(Y), we would like F to restrict to a functor C N → D N . Fortunately, this is also guaranteed by our theory. Hence the statement of informal Theorem 1.0.1 could be improved as follows. Our expectation on possible usages of this theorem is the following. It is difficult to directly equip C with a singular support theory relative to Sing(Y); instead, one should try to exhibit an action of H(Y) on C. In Section 1.1, we will illustrate a concrete application of this point of view on the geometric Langlands program. 1.0.7. Let us now recall the definition of H(Y), following [AG18] and [Ber17b] . Although the applications of this theory so far concern only Y quasi-smooth, the natural setup for H(Y) is more general. Namely, we assume that Y is a quasi-compact algebraic stack which is perfect, bounded 1 and locally of finite presentation (lfp). See [BFN10] for the notion of "perfect stack". 
• the vanishing theorem ( [Gai15a] ) states that objects of K naive act by zero on D(Bun G ), whence the same is true for objects of K: in other words, the Sph ren G,Ran -action on D(Bun G ) factors through an action of H(LSǦ).
In particular, the construction implies that H(LSǦ) acts on D(Bun G ) by Hecke functors.
1.2. H for Hochschild. To motivate the definition of H(Y) and to explain the connection with singular support, it is instructive to look at the case Y = S is an affine DG scheme. Under our standing assumptions, S is of finite type, bounded and with perfect cotangent complex. (Hereafter, we denote by Aff <∞ lfp the ∞-category of such affine schemes.) In this case, the monoidal category H(S) is very explicit: it is the monoidal DG category of right modules over the E 2 -algebra HC(S) := End QCoh(S×S) (∆ * (O S )) of Hochschild cochains on S. Under the equivalence H(S) ≃ HC(S)
op -mod, the monoidal functor QCoh(S) → H(S) corresponds to induction along the E 2 -algebra map Γ(S, O S ) → HC(S) op .
1.2.1. From this description, one observes that Theorem 1.0.1 is obvious in the affine case. Indeed, as we have just seen, the datum of C ∈ H(S)-mod means that C is enriched over HC(S) op . Now, the HKR theorem yields a graded algebra map Sym H 0 (S,OS) (
and, by definition, singular support for objects of C is computed just using the action of the LHS on H • (C).
In summary, there is a hierarchy of structures that a DG category C might carry:
• an action of the E 2 -algebra HC(S) op ; • an action of the commutative graded algebra Sym H 0 (S,OS) H 1 (S, T S )[−2] on H • (C); • an action of the commutative algebra H 0 (S, O S ) on H • (C).
The first two data endow objects of C with singular support, which is a closed conical subset of Sing(S), see [AG15] . The third datum only allows to define ordinary support in S.
1.3. Sheaves of categories. Next, we would like to generalize the above constructions to non-affine schemes and then to algebraic stacks. The key hint is that singular support of quasi-coherent and ind-coherent sheaves can be computed smooth locally. Thus, we hope to be able to glue the local HC-actions as well.
1.3.1. The first step towards this goal is to understand the functoriality of H(S)-mod along maps of affine schemes. This is not immediate, as HC(S) is not functorial in S. In particular, for f : S → T a morphism in Aff <∞ lfp , there is no natural monoidal functor between H(T ) and H(S). However, these two ∞-categories are connected by a canonical bimodule
Observe that H S→pt ≃ QCoh(S), and H S→S = H(S).
Moreover, for any string
given by convolution along the obvious correspondence
S . We will prove in Theorem 4.3.4 that (1.1) is an equivalence of (H(S), H(U ))-bimodules. It follows that the assignment [S → T ]
H S→T upgrades to a functor
where Alg bimod (DGCat) is the ∞-category whose objects are monoidal DG categories and whose morphisms are bimodules.
A functor
(or a slight variation, e.g. the functor H : Aff <∞ lfp → Alg bimod (DGCat)) will be called a coefficient system in this paper. Informally, A consists of the following pieces of data:
• for an affine scheme S, a monoidal DG category A(S);
• for a map of affine schemes f : S → T , an (A(S), A(T ))-bimodule A S→T ;
• for any string of affine schemes S → T → U , an (A(S), A(U ))-bilinear equivalence
• a system of coherent compatibilities for higher compositions.
The reason for the terminology is that each A is the coefficient system for a sheaf of categories attached to it. More precisely, the datum of A as above allows to define a functor
as follows:
• for S affine, we set ShvCat A (S) = A(S)-mod; • for f : S → T a map in Aff, we have a structure pullback functor
• for Y a prestack, we define ShvCat A (Y) be right Kan extension along the inclusion Aff ֒→ PreStk, that is,
Thus, an object of ShvCat A (Y) is a collection of A(S)-modules C S , one for each S mapping to Y, together with compatible equivalences A S→T ⊗ A(T ) C T ≃ C S . Example 1.3.5. The easiest nontrivial example of coefficient system is arguably the one denoted by Q and defined as Q(S) := QCoh(S), Q S→T := QCoh(S) ∈ (QCoh(S), QCoh(T )) -bimod.
The theory of sheaves of categories associated to Q is the "original one", developed by D. Gaitsgory in [Gait15b] . In loc. cit., such theory was denoted by ShvCat; in this paper, for the sake of uniformity, we will instead denote it by ShvCat Q .
Example 1.3.6. Parallel to the above, consider the coefficient system D :
The theory ShvCat D is the theory of crystals of categories, also discussed in [Gait15b] .
Remark 1.3.7. The following list of analogies is sometimes helpful: ShvCat Q categorifies quasi-coherent sheaves, ShvCat D categorifies locally constant sheaves, ShvCat H categorifies D-modules.
H-affineness.
In line with the first of the above analogies, the foundational paper [Gait15b] constructs an explicit adjunction
In line with the analogy again, a prestack Y is said to be 1-affine if these adjoints are mutually inverse equivalences. This is tautologically true in the case Y is an affine scheme. However, there are several other examples: most notably many algebraic stacks (precisely, quasi-compact bounded algebraic stacks of finite type and with affine diagonal) are 1-affine, see [Gait15b, Theorem 2.2.6].
For the sake of uniformity, we take the liberty to rename "1-affineness" with "Q-affineness".
1.4.1. One of the our main constructions is the adjunction
sketched below (and discussed thoroughly in Section 6.2). Contrarily to the Q-case, in the H-case we do not allow Y to be an arbitrary prestack, but we need Y to be an algebraic stack satisfying the conditions that make H(Y) well defined, see Section 1.0.7. To define the right adjoint Γ H Y , we need to make sure that each bimodule H S→Y admits a right dual. Such right dual exists and it is fortunately the obvious (H(Y), H(S))-bimodule
From this, it is straightforward to see that
with its obvious left H(Y)-module.
1.4.3. Our main theorem reads:
lfp is H-affine, that is, the adjoints functors in (1.2) are equivalences. In the rest of this introduction, we will explain our two applications of this theorem: the relation with singular support as in Theorem 1.0.1, and the functoriality of H for algebraic stacks.
1.5. Change of coefficients. Coefficient systems form an ∞-category. By definition, a morphism A → B consists of an (A(S), B(S))-bimodule M (S) for any S ∈ Aff, and of a system of compatible equivalences
Under mild conditions, a morphism of coefficient systems A → B gives rise to an adjunction
which may be regarded as a categorified version of the usual "extension/restriction of scalars" adjunction.
Example 1.5.1. For instance, QCoh yields a morphism H → D: i.e., QCoh(S) is naturally an (H(S), D(S))-bimodule and there are natural equivalences
for any S → T . In fact, both sides are obviously equivalent to QCoh(S).
Example 1.5.2. Similarly, IndCoh gives rise to a morphism D → H: indeed, both sides of
H S→T are equivalent to IndCoh(T ∧ S ), as shown in the main body of the paper. Remark 1.5.4. Our Theorem 1.6.2 shows that the morphism QCoh : H → D is "optimal" in that the natural monoidal functor
is an equivalence for any Y ∈ Sch <∞ lfp . On the other hand, the morphism IndCoh : D → H is not optimal. We will show instead that, for Y ∈ Sch
where "D"(LY ) is the monoidal DG category introduced in [Ber17b] . For Y quasi-smooth, "D"(LY ) is closely related to D(Sing(Y )). We will revisit this topic in [Ber18] ; for now, we just point out that the above equivalence (1.5) provides an answer to the question "What acts on IndCoh?" asked in [AG18] .
Example 1.5.5. Another morphism of coefficient systems of interest in this paper is Q → H, the one induced by the monoidal functor QCoh(S) → H(S). In this case, the adjunction (1.4) takes the form of a categorification of the induction/forgetful adjunction between quasi-coherent sheaves and left D-modules.
1.5.6. Here is how the H-affineness Theorem 1.4.4 implies Theorem 1.0.1. The datum of a left H(Y)-action C corresponds the datum of an object C ∈ ShvCat H (Y). Now, on the one hand ShvCat H satisfies smooth descent, see Theorem 6.1.2. On the other hand, singular support is computed smooth locally. Hence, we are back to Theorem 1.0.1 for affine schemes, which has already been discussed.
1.6. Functoriality of H for algebraic stacks. The H-affineness theorem has another consequence: it allows to extend the assignment Y H(Y) to a functor out of a certain ∞-category of correspondences of stacks.
1.6.1. Indeed, as we prove in this paper, ShvCat H enjoys a rich functoriality: besides the structure pullbacks 
is the ∞-category whose objects are objects of Stk <∞ lfp and whose morphisms are given by correspondences [X ← W → Y] with bounded left leg.
1.6.3. In the rest of this introduction, we exploit such functoriality in the case of classifying spaces of algebraic groups (Section 1.7) and in the case of local systems over a smooth complete curve (Section 1.8).
, with its natural convolution monoidal structure. For instance, if G is an affine algebraic group, we have
This is the monoidal category of Harish-Chandra bimodules for the group G, see [Ber17a, Section 2.3] for the connection with the theory of weak/strong actions on categories. Likewise,
is the DG category g-mod of modules for the Lie algebra g = Lie(G). More generally, for a group morphism H → G, we have
This is the correct derived enhancement of the ordinary category of Harish-Chandra (g, H)-modules.
1.7.1. Theorem 1.6.2 yields the following equivalences:
1.7.2. Another way to prove these is via the theory of DG categories with G-action, see [Ber17a, Section 2]. For instance, it was proven there that, for any category C equipped with a right strong action of G, there are natural equivalences:
and C = Vect respectively. 
Here we have switched to the Langlands dualǦ as we are going to discuss Langlands duality, and it is customary to have Langlands dual groups on the spectral side.
1.8.1. LetM be the Levi quotient of a parabolicP . By Theorem 1.6.2, we can rewrite
By the H-affineness theorem, we reinterpret the bimodule H LSǦ←LSP →LSM , or better the functor
attached to it, as an Eisenstein series functor in the setting of H-sheaves of categories.
1.8.2. These considerations shed light on the LHS of (1.6). Coupled with Quasi-Theorem 1.1.3, they allow to formulate a conjecture on the automorphic side of geometric Langlands. This conjecture explains how D(Bun G ) can be reconstructed algorithmically out of tempered D-modules for all the Levi's of G, including G itself.
Conjecture 1.8.3 (Automorphic gluing). There is an explicit H(LSǦ)-linear localization adjunction
1.8.4. Some comments on this conjecture and on some future research directions:
(1) We will construct the adjunction (1.7) in a follow-up paper; this will be relatively easy. The difficult part is to show that the right adjoint is fully faithful. (2) Actually, the conjecture can be pushed even further, as it is possible to guess what the essential image γ is: this follows from an explicit description of the essential image of γ spec , see [Ber18] . (3) Clearly, Conjecture 1.8.3 is related to the extended Whittaker conjecture, see [Gai15a] and [Ber14] .
The LHS of (1.7) is expected to be smaller than the extended Whittaker category.
1.9. Conventions. We refer [GR17] , [Gait15b] or [Ber17b] for a review of our conventions concerning category theory and algebraic geometry. In particular:
• we always work over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero;
• we denote by DGCat the (large) symmetric monoidal ∞-category of small cocomplete DG categories over and continuous functors, see [Lur14] or [GR17] .
1.10. Structure of the paper. Section 2 is devoted to recalling some higher algebra: a few facts about rigid monoidal DG categories and their module categories, as well as several (∞, 2)-categorical constructions (correspondences, lax (∞, 2)-functors, algebras and bimodules). The first part of Section 3 is a reminder of the theory of IndCoh 0 , as developed in [Ber17b] . In the second part of the same Section, we discuss the (∞, 2)-categorical functoriality of H.
Section 4 introduces the notion of coefficient system, providing several examples of interest in present, as well as future, applications. In particular, we define the (a priori lax) coefficient system H and prove it is strict.
In Section 5, we discuss the (left, right, ambidextrous) Beck-Chevalley conditions for coefficient systems. These conditions (which are satisfied in the examples of interest) guarantee that the resulting theory of sheaves of categories is very rich functorially: e.g., it has push-forwards and base-change.
Finally, in Section 6, we define ShvCat H , the theory of sheaves of categories with local actions of Hochschild cochains, and prove the H-affineness of algebraic stacks.
Some categorical algebra
In this section we recall some (∞, 1)-and (∞, 2)-categorical algebra needed later in the main sections of the paper. All results we need concern the theory of algebras and bimodules. More specifically, we first need criteria for dualizability of bimodule categories; secondly, we need some abstract constructions that relate "algebras and bimodules" with (∞, 2)-categories of correspondences.
We advise the reader to skip this material and get to it only if necessary.
2.1. Dualizability of bimodule categories. Recall that DGCat admits colimits (as well as limits) and its tensor product preserves colimits in each variable, [Lur14] . Hence, by loc. cit., we have a good theory of dualizability of algebras and bimodules in DGCat, whose main points we record below. We will need a criterion that relates the dualizability of a bimodule to the dualizability of its underlying DG category.
2.1.1. First, let us fix some terminology. Algebra objects in a symmetric monoidal ∞-category are always unital in this paper. In particular, monoidal DG categories are unital. Given A an algebra, denote by A rev the algebra obtained by reversing the order of the multiplication. For a left A-module M and a right A-module N , we denote by pr : N ⊗ M → N ⊗ A M the tautological functor.
Our conventions regarding bimodules are as follows: an (A, B)-bimodule M is acted on the left by A and on the right by B. Hence, endowing C ∈ DGCat with the structure of an (A, B)-bimodule amounts to endowing it with the structure of a left A ⊗ B rev -module. In particular, a monoidal DG category A is called proper if it is dualizable as a plain DG category. In this case, we denote by S A := A * its dual, equipped with the tautological (A, A)-bimodule structure.
2.1.5. Recall the notion of rigid monoidal DG category, see [Gait15b, Appendix D] . Any rigid A is automatically proper. Furthermore, its dual S A := A * comes equipped with the canonical object 1
R is the (continuous) right adjoint to the unit functor u : Vect → A. The left A-linear functor
is an equivalence: in particular, any rigid monoidal category is self-dual. We say that A is very rigid if the canonical equivalence σ A : A → S A admits a lift to an equivalence of (A, A)-bimodules.
Proposition 2.1.6. Let A, B be rigid monoidal DG categories and M an (A, B)-bimodule which is dualizable as a DG category. Then M is right dualizable as an (A, B)-bimodule and
Corollary 2.1.7. Let A, B be very rigid and M an (A, B)-bimodule which is dualizable as a DG category.
2.2. Some (∞, 2)-categorical algebra. In this section, we recall some abstract (∞, 2)-categorical nonsense and provide some examples of (∞, 2)-categories and of lax (∞, 2)-functors between them. All the statements below look obvious enough and no proof will be given.
2.2.1. We assume familiarity with the notion of (∞, 2)-category and with the notion of (lax) (∞, 2)-functor between (∞, 2)-categories; a reference is, for instance, [GR17, Appendix A]. For an (∞, 2)-category C, we denote by C 1−op the (∞, 2)-category obtained from C by flipping the 1-arrows. Similarly, we denote C 2−op the (∞, 2)-category obtained by flipping the directions of the 2-arrows.
2.2.2.
Correspondences. Let C be an ∞-category equipped with fiber products. We refer to [GR17, Chapter V.1] for the construction of the ∞-category of correspondences associated to C. In particular, for vert and horiz two subsets of the space morphisms of C satisfying some natural requirements, one considers the ∞-category Corr(C) vert;horiz , defined in the usual way: objects of Corr(C) vert ;horiz coincide with the objects of C, while 1-morphisms in Corr(C) vert;horiz are given by correspondences
with left leg in vert and right leg in horiz .
To enhance Corr(C) vert;horiz to an (∞, 2)-category, we must further choose a subset adm ⊂ vert ∩ horiz of admissible arrows, closed under composition. Then, following [GR17, Chapter V.1], one defines the (∞, 2)-category Corr(C) adm vert ;horiz . This is one of the most important (∞, 2)-categories of the present paper.
To fix the notation, recall that a 2-arrow
in Corr(C) adm vert;horiz is by definition an admissible arrow h → h ′ compatible with the maps to c × d.
As explained in [GR17, Chapter V.3], Corr(C) adm vert;horiz is symmetric monoidal with tensor product induced by the Cartesian symmetric monoidal product on C.
2.2.3. Algebras and bimodules. The other important (∞, 2)-category of this paper is ALG bimod (DGCat), the (∞, 2)-category of monoidal DG categories, bimodules, and natural transformations. We refer to [Hau17] for a rigorous construction. More generally, loc. cit. gives a construction of ALG bimod (S) for any (nice enough) symmetric monoidal (∞, 2)-category S.
We denote by Alg bimod (S) the (∞, 1)-category underlying ALG bimod (S): that is, the former is obtained from the latter by discarding non-invertible 2-morphisms.
There is an obvious functor
that is the identity on objects and that sends a monoidal functor A → B to the (B, A)-bimodule B.
The tautological functor
where now Cat ∞ is considered as an (∞, 2)-category.
2.2.5. Let C denote an (∞, 1)-category admitting fiber products and equipped with the cartesian symmetric monoidal structure. Let F : C op −→ DGCat be a lax-monoidal functor. (The example we have in mind is C = PreStk and F = QCoh.)
These data give rise to a lax (∞, 2)-functor
described informally as follows:
• an object c ∈ C gets sent to F (c), with its natural monoidal structure;
• a map between correspondences, given by an arrow h ′ → h over c × d, gets sent to the associated (F (c),
, the lax composition is encoded by the natural (F (c),
2.2.6. Here is another example of the interaction between lax-monoidal functors and lax (∞, 2)-functors. Let F : C → D be a lax-monoidal functor between "well-behaved" monoidal (∞, 1)-categories. Then F induces a lax (∞, 2)-functor
To define it, it suffices to recall that, since F is lax monoidal, it preserves algebra and bimodule objects. The fact that F is a lax (∞, 2)-functor comes from the natural map (not necessarily an isomorphism)
2.2.7. Recall the ∞-category Mod(DGCat) whose objects are pairs (A, M ) with A a monoidal DG category and M an A-module. Morphisms (A, M ) → (B, N ) consist of pairs (φ, f ) where φ : A → B is a monoidal functor and f : M → N an A-linear functor.
There is a lax (∞, 2)-functor
• the lax structure comes from the tautological morphism (not invertible, in general)
induced by composition.
2.2.8. For later use, we record here the following tautological observation. Let I be an (∞, 1)-category and A : I → ALG bimod (DGCat) be a lax (∞, 2)-functor. Assume given the following data:
• for each i ∈ I, a monoidal subcategory A ′ (i) ֒→ A(i);
Assume furthermore that, for each string i → j → k, the functor
3. IndCoh 0 on formal moduli problems
In the section, we study the sheaf theory IndCoh 0 from which H originates. As mentioned in the introduction of [Ber17b] , IndCoh 0 enjoys (∞, 1)-categorical functoriality as well as (∞, 2)-categorical functoriality. The former was developed in loc. cit., and recalled here in Theorem 3.1.6. The latter is one of the main subjects of the present paper: it consists of an extension of the assignment Y H(Y) to a lax (∞, 2)-functor from a certain (∞, 2)-category of correspondences to ALG bimod (DGCat).
3.1. The (∞, 1)-categorical functoriality. In this section, we review the definition of the assignment IndCoh 0 and its basic functoriality. We follow [Ber17b] closely.
3.1.1. Let Stk denote the ∞-category of perfect quasi-compact algebraic stacks of finite type and with affine diagonal, see e.g. [BFN10] . Inside Stk, we single out the subcategory Stk <∞ lfp consisting of those stacks that are bounded and with perfect cotangent complex (both properties can be checked on an atlas).
3.1.2. For C an ∞-category, denote by Arr(C) := C ∆ 1 the ∞-category whose objects are arrows in C and whose 1-morphisms are commutative squares. We will be interested in the ∞-category Arr(Stk <∞ lfp ) and in the functor 
For two objects [Y
, a morphism ξ from the former to the latter is given by a commutative square
The structure pullback functor
) is the obvious one induced by the pullback functor ξ
, where we are abusing notation again by confusing ξ with the map (Z 1 )
. We will do this throughout the paper, hoping it will not be too unpleasant for the reader.
3.1.4. Let us now recall the extension of (3.1) to a functor out of a category of correspondences. Notice that Arr(PreStk) admits fiber products, computed objectwise; its subcategory Arr(Stk <∞ lfp ) is closed under products, but not under fiber products. Thus, to have a well-defined category of correspondences, we must choose appropriate classes of horizontal and vertical arrows.
We say that a commutative diagram (3.3), thought of as a morphism in Arr(Stk 
is self-dual and that these two adjoints ( ′ f ) * ,0 and ( ′ f ) !,0 are dual to each other.
3.2. (∞, 2)-categorical functoriality. In this section we enhance the assignment
to a lax (∞, 2)-functor
which we will be prove to be strict towards the end of the paper. Here, we have used the notation H geom for emphasis, as later we will encounter a categorical construction producing a lax (∞, 2)-functor H cat . We will eventually show that these two lax (∞, 2)-functors are identified and then denoted simply by H.
Remark 3.2.1. The condition of boundedness of the horizontal arrows is necessary to have a well-defined ∞-category of correspondences.
3.2.2. We begin by observing that, for any X ∈ Stk, the DG category
possesses a convolution monoidal structure and that, for any correspondence [Y ← W → Z] in Stk, the DG category I ∧,geom
3.2.3. Le us now enhance the assignment
To construct it, we first appeal to the lax symmetric monoidal structure on (3.5): Section 2.2.6 yields a lax (∞, 2)-functor
It remains to precompose with the lax (∞, 2)-functor
Observe that the requirement that f be schematic and proper implies that f dR , and hence f dR , is infschematic and ind-proper. as desired. We repeat here that one of the goals of this paper is to show that such lax (∞, 2)-functor is actually strict: this is accomplished in Theorem 6.5.3.
Coefficient systems for sheaves of categories
In this section, we introduce one of the central notions of this paper, the notion of coefficient system, together with its companion notion of lax coefficient system.
We present a list of examples, and, in particular, we define the coefficient system H related to Hochschild cochains. Let us anticipate that H arises naturally as a lax coefficient system and some work is needed in order to prove that it is actually strict. (Here and later, the adjective "strict" is used to emphasize that a certain coefficient system is a genuine one, not a lax one.) 4.1. Definition and examples. Consider the (∞, 2)-category ALG bimod (DGCat), whose objects are monoidal DG categories, whose 1-morphisms are bimodule categories, and whose 2-morphisms are functors of bimodules. Recall that the (∞, 1)-category underlying ALG bimod (DGCat) will be denoted by
A coefficient system is an functor
A lax coefficient system is a lax (∞, 2)-functor
4.1.1. Thus, a lax coefficient system A consists of:
• a monoidal category A(S), for each affine scheme S;
• an (A(S), A(T ))-bimodule A S→T for any map of affine schemes S → T ;
• an (A(S), A(U ))-linear functor
for any string S → T → U of affine schemes; • natural compatibilities for higher compositions.
Clearly, such A is a strict (that is, non-lax) coefficient system if and only if all functors η S→T →U are equivalences. 4.1.2. One obtains variants of the above definitions by replacing the source ∞-category Aff with a subcategory Aff type , where "type" is a property of affine schemes. For instance, we will often consider Aff aft (the full subcategory of affine schemes almost of finite type) or Aff <∞ lfp (affine schemes that are bounded and locally of finite presentation).
We now give a list of examples of (lax) coefficient systems, in decreasing order of simplicity. 4.1.3. Example 1. Any monoidal DG category A yields a "constant" coefficient system A whose value on S → T is A, considered as a bimodule over itself.
Example 2. Slightly less trivial: coefficient systems induced by a functor Aff → Alg(DGCat)
op via the functor ι Alg→Bimod defined in (2.1). These coefficient systems are automatically strict.
For instance, we have the coefficient system Q which sends
Similarly, we have D, obtained as above using D-modules rather than quasi-coherent sheaves. This coefficient system is defined only out of Aff aft ⊂ Aff.
4.1.5. Example 3. Let us pre-compose the lax (∞, 2)-functor
of Section 2.2.7 with the functor
that encodes the action of D-modules on ind-coherent sheaves. Since IndCoh(S) is self-dual as a D(S)-module (Corollary 4.2.2), we obtain a lax coefficient system
In other words, I ∧ is obtained by restricting the very general I ∧,geom defined in Section 3.2.3 to Aff aft . We will prove that I ∧ is strict in Proposition 4.2.5.
4.1.6. Example 4. As a variation of the above example, let H be the lax coefficient system
Similarly to I ∧ , this is the restriction of (3.9) to affine schemes. We will show that H is strict too.
The importance of H comes from the monoidal equivalence
To be precise, we have the following. First, the equivalence H(S) ≃ HC(IndCoh(S)) op -mod is obvious. Second, [AG15, Proposition F.1.5.] provides a natural isomorphism HC(IndCoh(S)) ≃ HC(QCoh(S)) =: HC(S) of E 2 -algebras. 4.1.7. Example 5. One last example arising in a geometric fashion. Let Y : Aff → Corr(PreStk) all all;all be an arbitrary lax (∞, 2)-functor, described informally by the assignments
The lax structure amounts to the data of maps
Recalling now the paradigm of Section 2.2.5, we obtain a lax (∞, 2)-functor
The combination of this with Y yields a lax coefficient system, which is strict if the maps (4.1) are isomorphisms and the prestacks Y S→T are nice enough 3 . 4.1.8. Sub-example: singular support. The theory of singular support provides an important example of the above construction: the assignment
where Sing(U ) := Spec(Sym H 0 (U,OU ) H 1 (U, T U )) is equipped with the obvious weight-2 dilation action.
We obtain a coefficient system S ′ : Aff q−smooth −→ Alg bimod (DGCat) defined on quasi-smooth affine schemes. By construction, if C is a module category over S ′ (U ), then objects of C are equipped with a notion of support in Sing(U ), see [AG15] for more details.
The coefficient system I
∧ . Let us prove that I ∧ and H are strict coefficient systems. We will need to use the following fact.
Lemma 4.2.1. For any diagram Y → W ← Z in Sch aft , exterior tensor product yields the equivalence
while the LHS is obviously equivalent to
IndCoh(Y × Z).
Now, the statement reduces to the analogous statement with IndCoh replaced by QCoh, in which case it is well-known. Proof. One uses the equivalence of the above lemma to write the evaluation and coevaluation as standard pull-push formulas.
Corollary 4.2.3. For any map Y → Z in Sch aft , we obtain a natural equivalence
In the special case Y = Z, the "composition" monoidal structure on the RHS corresponds to the "convolution" monoidal structure on LHS.
The lax-coefficient system I
∧ is the restriction of the lax (∞, 2)-functor IndCoh ∧,geom to Aff aft . Consider now the intermediate lax (∞, 2)-functor Sch aft → ALG bimod (DGCat), denoted also I ∧ by abuse of notation. Our present goal is to prove the following result. 
is strict.
The proof of the above proposition will be explained after some preparation.
3 Namely, nice enough so that QCoh interchanges fiber products among these prestacks with tensor products of categories.
For instance, 1-affine algebraic stacks are nice enough. 
Lemma 4.2.7. These two adjoint functors form a pair of mutually inverse equivalences. In particular, we also have an adjunction in the other direction:
Proof. The left adjoint in (4.3) is fully faithful by (4.2) and the right adjoint is colimit-preserving. By BarrBeck, it suffices to show that the right adjoint in (4.3) is conservative, a statement which is the content of the next lemma.
Lemma 4.2.8. For Y ∈ Sch aft , the functor
N is an equivalence. We need to show that f itself is an equivalence.
Denote by Y • the Cech nerve of q : Y → Y dR . Recall that the natural arrow
is an equivalence and that each of the structure functors composing the above cosimplicial category admits a left adjoint (indeed, each structure map Y m → Y n is a nil-isomorphism between inf-schemes). Consequently, the tautological functor
is an equivalence for any C ∈ D(S)-mod. Under these identifications, our functor f : M → N is the limit of the equivalences
whence it is itself an equivalence.
4.2.9. We are now ready for the proof of the proposition left open above.
Proof of Proposition 4.2.5. Thanks to (4.2), it suffices to prove that, for any Y ∈ Sch aft , the obvious functor q
The latter is precisely the counit of the adjunction (4.3), which we have shown to be an equivalence.
4.3. The coefficient system H. Our present goal is to prove Theorem 4.3.4, which states that the lax coefficient system
is strict. Actually, such theorem proves something slightly stronger, i.e., the parallel statement for schemes that are not necessarily affine.
4.3.1. We need a preliminary result, which is of interest in its own right. 
obtained as the composition
. is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. The source category is compactly generated by objects of the form [
Hence, it is clear that the functor in question, denote it by φ, admits a continuous and conservative right adjoint: indeed, φ sends
whence it preserves compactness and generates the target under colimits. It remains to show that φ is fully faithful on objects of the form [
Observe that both functors are IndCoh((X × X) 
is an equivalence.
Proof. It suffices to prove the assertion for C = I ∧ (X), viewed as a right module over itself. Thanks to the right I ∧ (X)-linear equivalence
IndCoh(X), the assertion reduces to the proposition above. 
obtained by restricting H geom to schemes, is strict.
Proof. Let U → X → Y be a string in Sch <∞ lfp . We need to prove that the convolution functor (4.7)
is an equivalence onto the subcategory H U→Y ⊆ I ∧ U→Y . One easily checks that the essential image of the functos is indeed H U→Y , whence it remains to prove fully faithfulness. By construction, (4.7) factors as the composition
Now, the first arrow is obviously fully faithful, while the second one is an equivalence by the above corollary.
Morphisms between coefficient systems. Coefficient systems assemble into an ∞-category:
CoeffSys := Fun(Aff, Alg bimod (DGCat)).
Hence, it makes sense to consider morphisms of coefficient systems. This notion has already been discussed in Section 1.5, where some examples have been given. Here we just recall the only morphism of interest in this paper, the arrow Q → H.
4.4.1. Let A and B be two coefficient systems. Consider the following pieces of data:
• for each S ∈ Aff, a monoidal functor A(S) → B(S);
• natural higher compatibilities with respect to strings of affine schemes.
These data give rise to a morphism A → B. 
It is easy to see that the morphism Q → H (defined on Aff

H(T ) −→ H S→T
is an equivalence, for any S → T in Aff <∞ lfp . This has been proven in [Ber17b] in greater generality.
Coefficient systems: dualizability and base-change
As mentioned in the introduction, a coefficient system A : Aff type −→ Alg bimod (DGCat) produces a functor 5.1. The Beck-Chevalley conditions. As we now explain, the (left or right) Beck-Chevalley conditions are conditions on a coefficient system A that automatically guarantee the existence of an (∞, 2)-functor A Corr extending A.
5.1.1. Before formulating the Beck-Chevalley conditions, we need to fix some notation. For a commutative (but not necessarily cartesian) diagram
in Aff type , define
5.1.2. Denote by u-type to be the largest class of arrows in Aff type that makes Corr(Aff type ) all;u-type welldefined.
4 Namely, an arrow S → T in Aff type belongs to u-type if, for any T ′ → T in Aff type , the scheme S × T T ′ belongs to Aff type .
5.1.3. We say that A satisfies the right Beck-Chevalley condition if the two requirements of Sections 5.1.4 and 5.1.6 are met.
5.1.4. The first requirement. We ask that, for any arrow S → T in Aff type , the (A(S), A(T ))-bimodule A S→T be right dualizable, see Section 2.1.2 for our conventions. Let us denote by A T ←S such right dual.
Consider a commutative diagram like (5.3). The resulting commutative diagram
in Alg bimod (DGCat) gives rise, by changing the vertical arrows with their right duals, to a lax commutative diagram 
must be an equivalence.
5.1.9. A coefficient system A is said to be ambidextrous if it satisfies the right Beck-Chevalley condition and, for any S → T ∈ Aff type , the (A(T ), A(S))-bimodule A S→T is ambidextrous (see Section 2.1.2 for the definition). Any ambidextrous A automatically satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition as well. This, for A ambidextrous, we obtain two extensions of A A R-BC : Corr(Aff type ) u-type,2−op u-type;all
that are exchanged by duality.
5.1.10. Easy examples. It is obvious that Q and D are ambidextrous. For instance, for the former,
is defined on 1-arrows by setting Q S←U→T = QCoh(U ) (the latter equipped with its obvious (QCoh(S), QCoh(T ))-bimodule structure). We leave it as an exercise to show that the coefficient system S ′ responsible for singular support is ambidextrous: it extends to a functor out of Corr(Aff q−smooth ) smooth all;smooth . 5.1.11. Let us now turn to I ∧ . We have the following result, which will help us understand base-change for H.
Proposition 5.1.12. The functor I ∧ : Sch aft → Alg bimod (DGCat) satisfies the right Beck-Chevalley condition, so that it extends to an (∞, 2)-functor
Proof. We start by setting up some notation. For X → Y in Sch aft , consider the maps 
be a commutative square in Sch aft . By Lemma 4.2.1, one easily gets equivalences
compatible with the natural (I ∧ (S), I ∧ (T ))-bimodule structures on both sides. Further, the structure arrow induced by the right Beck-Chevalley condition
is the !-pullback functor along the natural map U dR → (S × V T ) dR , whence it is an equivalence whenever the square is nil-Cartesian (that is, Cartesian at the level of reduced schemes). shows that I ∧ satisfies the left Beck-Chevalley condition, too. It follows that I ∧ is ambidextrous.
5.2. Base-change for H. In this section, we show that H is ambidextrous.
This implies that H gives rise to a functor
which in turn admits two extensions to (∞, 2)-functors
and
Let us anticipate that the value of both functors on a correspondence [S ← U → T ] is the natural (H(S), H(T ))-bimodule
, which is well-defined thanks to boundedness, see Theorem 3.1.6. Proof. It suffices to show that 1 f ake H(S) ∈ H(S) * admits a lift through the forgetful functor
For any S ∈ Aff
Recall from [Ber17b] that the functor
factors as the composition
D(S) −→ Fun H(S)⊗H(S) rev H(S), H(S) −→ H(S).
A variation of the argument there shows that
Finally, one computes 1 f ake H(S) ∈ H(S) * explicitly: it is readily checked that 1 f ake
a fact that concludes the proof.
5.2.5. Coupled with Corollary 2.1.7, the above result implies that each bimodule H S→T is ambidextrous: moreover, its left and right duals are canonically identified with (H S→T ) * . Let us now determine the right dual to H S→T explicitly. As already anticipated, the answer is that H T ←S is equivalent to IndCoh 0 ((T × S) ∧ S ), equipped with its obvious (H(T ), H(S))-bimodule structure. Lemma 5.2.6. For S → T a map in Aff <∞ lfp , the natural functor
Proof. We will use the following commutative diagram
with cartesian square. The DG category H S→T ⊗ H(T ) H T ←S is generated by a single canonical compact object, which is sent by our functor to
Hence, it suffices to show that the object
belongs to the image of Υ S : QCoh(S) ֒→ IndCoh(S). This is clear: π 
which will be our evaluation. To construct the coevaluation, we need another lemma.
Lemma 5.2.8. For a diagram S ← U → T in Aff <∞ lfp , the functor
is an equivalence onto the subcategory IndCoh 0 ((S × T )
U the obvious maps. The source DG category is compactly generated by a single canonical object. Base-change along the pullback square
, which is a compact generator of IndCoh 0 ((S × T ) ∧ U ). It remains to show that the functor
is fully faithful. This is evident: the functor in question arises as the composition
where the second arrow in an equivalence thanks to Corollary 4.3.3.
We now use η
of the above lemma, to construct the functor
As the next proposition shows, this is the coevaluation we were looking for. Half of the proof of this theorem has been done in Lemma 5.2.8. It remains to add the following statement.
Lemma 5.2.13.
is an equivalence onto the subcategory
H V ←T is compactly generated by its canonical object. Now, the functor in question sends such object to ξ IndCoh * (ω S×V T ), which is a compact generator of IndCoh 0 ((S × T ) ∧ S×V T ). Hence, it remains to verify that the functor
is fully faithful. Assume that S → V is bounded, the argument for the other case is symmetric. We have the following sequence of left QCoh(S)-linear fully faithful functors:
To conclude, recall ([Gai13, Proposition 4.4.2]) that the tautological functor QCoh(S)⊗ QCoh(V ) IndCoh(V ) → IndCoh(S) is fully faithful whenever S → V is bounded.
5.2.14. By construction, we can now confirm that the anticipated values of H Corr (see Section 5.2.2) are correct.
Sheaves of categories relative to H
The coefficient system H allows to define ShvCat H (X) for any prestack X ∈ Fun((Aff <∞ lfp ) op , Grpd ∞ ). As we are only interested in studying ShvCat H on algebraic stacks, we will only consider the functor
where Stk <∞ lfp consists of those bounded algebraic stacks that have affine diagonal and perfect cotangent complex.
We will first show that ShvCat satisfies smooth descent. Secondly, we will discuss push-forwards and base-change as follows: by Theorem 5. 
will be often represented simply by C ≃ {C S } S∈(Aff
, leaving the coherent system of compatibilities
lfp , denote by f * ,H the structure functor. Explicitly (and tautologically), f * ,H sends
In what follows, elements of S ∈ (Aff 6.1.3. We will need a few preliminary results that will be stated and proven after having fixed some notation.
Let φ : U → S be a smooth cover in Aff 
. We obtain a functor (6.1) ε : colim
Lemma 6.1.4. The functor (6.1) is an equivalence.
Proof. Denote by
the colimit category appearing in the LHS of (6.1). We will proceed in several steps.
Step 
[U, * ] via the usual limit-colimit procedure. However, the former interpretation allows to write ε R as the functor
given by the limit of the (Φ n ) ? 's.
Step 2. We will prove the lemma by showing that ε R is an equivalence. By a standard argument, it suffices to check two facts:
• the (discontinuous) forgetful functor
• the cosimplicial category (6.2) satisfies the monadic Beck-Chevalley condition.
Step 3. In this step, we will prove the first item above. To this end, we define
It is easy to see that there is a commutative square QCoh(S) [U,?] QCoh(U ).
where the vertical arrows are the structure (conservative) functors induced by the morphism Q → H. Hence, it suffices to show that the bottom horizontal arrow is monadic, and the latter has been established in [Gait15b, Section 8.1].
Step 4. It remains to verify the second item of Step 2 above. This is a particular case of the lemma below.
Lemma 6.1.5. Consider a diagram
, where the square is cartesian with all maps smooth. We do not require that V → Z be smooth. Then the natural lax commutative diagram
is commutative. Proof. We proceed in steps here as well.
Step
given by exterior tensor product (Lemma 4.2.1). One immediately checks that, under such equivalence, (Φ f ) IndCoh * goes over to the functor
Thus, whenever f is smooth, (Φ f ) IndCoh * admits a left adjoint which we denote by (Φ f ) * ,IndCoh : this is obtained from the D-module * -pullback f * ,dR ≃ f !,dR [−2 dim f ] by tensoring up. Hence, for f smooth, we have an equivalence
Step 2. Applying the above to h and h ′ , we see that the functors (Φ h ) * ,IndCoh and (Φ h ′ ) * ,IndCoh preserve the IndCoh 0 -subcategories. We thus have a diagram
which is immediately seen commutative thanks to (6.5) and base-change for IndCoh 0 .
Step 3. We leave it to the reader to check that the horizontal arrows in the commutative diagram (6.6) are left adjoint to the horizontal arrows of (6.3). Hence, we obtain the desired assertion by passing to the diagram right adjoint to (6.6).
6.1.6. Let us finally prove Theorem 6.1.2.
Proof of Theorem 6.1.2. It suffices to prove that the functor ShvCat H : (Aff <∞ lfp ) op → Cat ∞ satisfies smooth descent. For S ∈ Aff <∞ lfp , let f : U → S be a smooth cover and U • the corresponding Cech resolution. Denote by f n : U n → S the structure maps. We are to show that the natural functor
Note that α admits a left adjoint, α L , which sends
where we have used the left dualizability of the H Un→S . We will show that α and α L are both fully faithful.
For α, it suffices to verify that the natural functor α L • α(H(S)) → H(S) is an equivalence. Such functor is readily rewritten as ε : colim Next, we prove α L is fully faithful: it suffices to check that the natural functor 
where the limit on the RHS is formed using the (!, 0)-pullbacks. We now show that the same category H S→Y can be expressed as a colimit. given by the ( * , 0)-pushforward functors is an equivalence.
Proof. Under the equivalence (6.7), the LHS becomes
where the colimit on the RHS is taken with respect to the * -pushforward functors. It suffices to recall again that the obvious functor colim as soon as at least one between f and g is bounded.
Remark 6.3.5. We will show later that !-and * -pushforwards of H-sheaves of categories are naturally identified, see Corollary 6.5.5.
6.4. Extension/restriction of coefficients. In this section, we relate H-sheaves of categories with the more familiar quasi-coherent sheaves of categories developed in [Gait15b] . The latter are the ones obtained from the coefficient system Q.
6.4.1. The relation between ShvCat H and ShvCat Q that we intend to study is induced by the map Q → H of coefficient systems on Aff 6.5. H-affineness. In this section, we prove our main theorem, the H-affineness of algebraic stacks, and deduce some consequences. is an equivalence of ∞-categories.
Proof. Our strategy is to reduce to the known Q-affineness of such stacks, see [Gait15b, Theorem 2.2.6], using the adjunction
Step 1. 
